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“A non-googleable question is one that cannot be easily 
answered through a single click in an internet search 
engine. When written well, they create intellectual 
challenge and require interpretation and inquiry.”



https://docs.google.com/document/d/1o0JkgkqrNS4aejO162k
XHHYA82_mH0kxzp4zJ4tZ-hA/edit?usp=sharing



Traditional exam/essay style questions ask students to 
draw on knowledge and discuss against a title. 

Feedback: Your answer ChatGPT showed a 

reasonable level of specific knowledge, the 

information was correct and multiple points 

were brought together. However, the text was 

vague in the way it was discussed and lacked 

depth in understanding.



Short answer questions probe knowledge and 
understanding but don’t always draw on analysis skills. 
They are found in exams and workbooks, etc:

Feedback: You ability to directly recall facial 

information is impressive. You should 

concentrate on fact checking your response 

and providing robust citations. 



Problem-solving questions give students a situation to apply 
knowledge and develop a solution. 

Feedback: You have provide a feasible plan against a 

prompt. The answer was again unfocused, and some of 

the information was not correctly applied or fully 

appropriate. 

In future look at what you are proposing and critique if 

the idea is appropriate.
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Reflections assessments simply take a reflective learning exercise 
and use it as a tool to assess the learning of the learner.

Feedback: You have drawn on generic skills personal 

and employability skills. 

The answer dose not draw on personal examples 

though, next steps or future action planning. In future 

think about what you would do to developed your skills 

in a tangible way.
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Dear ChatGPT, 

You have been called 
to this meeting as we 
have reason to believe 
this work is not your 
own.
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The voice is 
noticeable.
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There are tells:

- no spelling / grammar errors
- content that has not be covered in class
- methods and ideas not covered



What is the future 
for assessments 
then?

• ChatGPT answers are vague, bland and 
can lack depth. 
(depth can be gained through iteration)

• Turnitin can detect #apparently
(but the voice change is noticeable).

• Reflective writing lacks personal 
aspects. 

• AI cannot (currently) complete 
assessments requiring creativity or 
intuition, moral or subjective judgment.



Rubbish In Rubbish Out

Writing Prompts is the new Digital Skill



Prompts often 
need iteration or 

refining



Writing Prompts is 
the new Digital Skill

ChatGPT used to get a broad 
overview.

• Quick in class answers

• Revision Notes

• Idea generation

But is it correct?
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AI will/has become part of writing. 
(assess the process not the product)

General points from ChatGPT 3.5
Expansion of text and 
references from Jenni

Editing and proofing 
in Grammarly





Prompts iteration can generate an initial body of text

Opening 
prompt

Expanding a 
idea

Explore a 
new direction

Summary



Do you have examples of DDA being used?

Yes, data-dependent acquisition (DDA) is widely used in 

proteomics for the identification and quantitation of proteins. It 

is the most common method used for shotgun proteomics, 

which is a technique for analyzing complex mixtures of 
proteins.

Some examples of DDA applications in proteomics include:

•Identifying proteins in complex biological samples such as cell 

lysates, tissue homogenates, or body fluids

•Identifying proteins in environmental samples such as soil, 

water, or air

•Identifying proteins in food and agricultural products

•Identifying proteins in industrial samples such as fermentation 

broths or bioprocessing samples

Data-dependent acquisition (DDA) is a popular proteomic approach that facilitates the 
identification and quantitation of proteins. This technique finds extensive application in 
shotgun proteomics, which involves analyzing intricate protein mixtures. DDA's versatility 
makes it suitable for various purposes in the field of proteomics, such as:
1.Detection of post-translational modifications (PTMs): DDA can provide detailed information 
on PTMs by selecting precursor ions with specific m/z values and their corresponding fragment 
ions for identification. This method is particularly useful for detecting PTMs that are low in 
abundance or occur at a specific site of the protein sequence. For example, DDA has been used 
successfully to identify phosphorylation sites on proteins (Dunphy et al 2021). 
2.Label-free quantitative proteomics: DDA can be used for label-free quantitation by comparing 
the ratio of intensities of precursor ions between two samples. This approach is simple to apply 
and does not require any reagents or specialized equipment, making it a cost-effective option 
for quantitative analysis.
3.Analysis of protein-protein interactions: DDA can be used to study protein-protein 
interactions by selecting precursor ions corresponding to interacting proteins and their 
corresponding fragment ions for identification. This approach can provide information on the 
proteins involved in a particular complex or pathway and their interactions, which can be useful 
for understanding biological processes.@ (Podobnik et al 2016)
Dunphy K, Dowling P, Bazou D, O'Gorman P. Current Methods of Post-Translational Modification 
Analysis and Their Applications in Blood Cancers. Cancers (Basel). 2021 Apr 16;13(8):1930. doi: 
10.3390/cancers13081930. PMID: 33923680; PMCID: PMC8072572.
Podobnik M, Kraševec N, Bedina Zavec A, Naneh O, Flašker A, Caserman S, Hodnik V, Anderluh
G. How to Study Protein-protein Interactions. Acta Chim Slov. 2016;63(3):424-39. doi: 
10.17344/acsi.2016.2419. PMID: 27640371.

expansion with Jenni

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1o0JkgkqrNS4aejO162kXHHYA82_mH0kxzp4zJ4tZ-hA/edit?usp=sharing


Knowledge and Understanding

Excellent knowledge and understanding 

evidenced by some clear independent insight and 

critical awareness of relevant concepts some of 

which are at the forefront of the discipline.

Arguments and Evaluation 

Arguments and explanations show a competent 

understanding of all of the relevant content. A sustained 

academic approach to most aspects of the tasks is 

evidenced.

Assessment Grid Criteria





Template for Peer Review Papers Template for Generative AI



What is the future 
for written 
assessments then?

Current versions of the tool give basic knowledge

• Fact checking

• Can be biased

Can be used to generate structures and plans

• Gives broad outlines quickly that can be built on. 
- Personal perspectives
- Judgment on information.

Assess the process as well as the product



What is the future 
for reflections?

Reflective writing lacks personal aspects 
when AI generated?

Make the reflection writing formative and 
assess on the next steps:

• Actionable 

• Achievable for the individual 

• Is the evidence personal?



What is the future for 
other assessments?

Inclusive assessment  / personal assessment

• Examinations???

• Reports

• Practical assessments

• Portfolios / Skills development

• Posters / Presentations / Viva

• Data analysis (numerical / image)



Beware the 
Digital Divide
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Q and A
(No AI promise)
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